Music Activities #1

Kindergarten – 2nd Grades
lost PIANOS are brown or black, but you may make this PIANO any color you choose.

The CAT’S name: PUFF. Do you think he will catch the MOUSE?

This is the PIANO KEYBOARD. The PIANO can play more notes than any other INSTRUMENT.
Brass

The TUBA

If you could un-wind the TUBA, it would be 16 feet long!

Most TUBAS are gold or silver, but you may use any color you like.

The TUBA plays very LOW notes.
Brass

The TROMBONE

The long part of the TROMBONE slides in and out. You need very long arms to play the TROMBONE!

Most TROMBONES are gold or silver, but you may use any color you like.

The TROMBONE plays LOW notes.
Brass

The FRENCH HORN

The FRENCH HORN is all twisted up like spaghetti!

Most FRENCH HORNS are gold or silver, but you may color this horn however you choose!

The FRENCH HORN plays MIDDLE notes.
Brass
The TRUMPET

The TRUMPET is the smallest of the brass instruments.

All of its notes are made by pushing down 1, 2 or 3 valves.

Use any color you like.

The TRUMPET plays HIGHER notes.
Woodwinds

The BASSOON

The BASSOON is bent back in the middle; otherwise, it would be 8 feet long!

Most BASSOONS are brown, like wood. Use another color if you like.

The BASSOON plays LOW notes.
Woodwinds

The CLARINET

The CLARINET is the easiest woodwind to blow.

CLARINETs are usually black with silver trim, but you may use any color you like.

The CLARINET plays MIDDLE HIGH notes.
Woodwinds

The OBOE

The OBOE is hard to play, because you must blow in between two very small reeds.

The OBOE is about 2 feet long, and is black. Use another color, if you like.

The OBOE plays MIDDLE HIGH notes.
Woodwinds

The FLUTE

The FLUTE is also about two feet long. FLUTES used to be made of wood, but now they are made from metal, which has a more brilliant sound.

FLUTES are silver. Use another color, if you like.

The FLUTE plays HIGH notes.
Percussion

The BASS DRUM
Percussion

The SNARE DRUM and the CYMBALS

The SNARE DRUM makes a sound like a "rattle".
Percussion

The TRIANGLE

When you strike the TRIANGLE,